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Abstract

Patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) are usually treated by hemodial-

ysis (HD) while waiting for kidney transplant. A common device for vascular

access is arteriovenous graft (AVG). However, AVG failure induced by throm-

bosis has been plaguing dialysis practice for decades. Current studies indicate

that the thrombosis is caused by intimal hyperplasia (IH) which is triggered by

the abnormal flows and forces (e.g. wall shear stress) in the vein after AVG

implant. Due to high level of complexity, in almost all of the existing works

of modeling and simulation of the blood-flow vessel-AVG system the graft and

blood-vessel are assumed to be rigid and immobile. Very recently we have found

that the compliance of graft and vein can reduce flow disturbances and lower

wall shear stress (WSS) (Z Bai and L Zhu, Computers & Fluids 181, pp. 403–

415, 2019). In this paper, we apply the compliant model to investigate possible

effects of several dimensionless parameters (AVG graft-vein diameter ratio Rgv,

AVG attaching angle θ, flow Reynolds numbers Re, and native vein speed Vv)

on the flow and force fields near the distal AVG anastomosis at low Reynolds

numbers (up to several hundreds). Our computational results indicate that the

influences of the parameters Rgv, θ, and Re lie largely on the graft and the in-

fluence of Vv lies largely on the vein. In any case, the wall shear stress (WSS),
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wall shear stress gradient (WSSG), and wall normal stress gradient (WNSG)

and their averaged values on the graft are significantly greater than those on

the vein.

Key words: End-stage renal disease, Dialysis, Arteriovenous graft, Intimal

hyperplasia, Blood flow, Biofluid dynamics, Fluid-structure interaction,

Immersed boundary, lattice Boltzmann, Wall shear stress

1. Introduction

Kidney failure, also called end-stage renal disease (ESRD), is the last and

most severe stage of chronic kidney disease. When kidneys fail, their renal

excretory and regulatory functions are no longer enough for people to survive

without hemodialysis (HD) or a kidney transplant. Hemodialysis is a process of

purifying the blood of a patient by an artificial kidney to remove waste products.

Even though the kidney transplant seems able to provide a complete solution,

the limited supply of donor kidney makes it possible for only a small portion

of ESRD patients. The majority of the patients have to rely on dialysis to

maintain their lives.

In dialysis, the artificial kidney needs to access blood from the patient’s

artery, has blood circulated and cleaned through the machine, and finally re-

turns the blood to the patient’s vein. One major type of vascular access is

arteriovenous graft (AVG). An AVG is a piece of artificial tubing, generally

made out of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), which is attached on one end to

an artery, and on the other end to a vein. The tube is permanently implanted

usually in the patient’s forearm and is punctured by two needles to allow the

circulation process to occur in dialysis machine.

A major problem challenging dialysis for decades is the blockage of the arti-

ficially created shunt by thrombosis which is caused by occlusion of the outflow

venous anastomosis and draining vein [1, 2]. Note that the alternative ap-

proach arteriovenous fistula (AVF) faces the similar problem (see Brahmbhatt

et al. [3]). Pathologic study of the outflow graft-vein anastomoses of PTFE
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grafts with thrombosis discovered intimal hyperplasia (IH) at the site of ve-

nous anastomosis and in the proximal downstream vein [4]. Intimal hyperplasia

(IH), the thickening of the innermost layer of vessel wall, is formed by excessive

migration and increase of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) in the intima.

Miller [5], Lemson [6], and Haruguchi [7] pointed out that intimal hyperplasia

is the initial pathological event leading to shunt thrombosis.

Intimal hyperplasia has attracted extensive studies. The most significant

initiating factors include the injury caused by AVG implantation and the dis-

turbed blood flows from the AVG outlet, which are typically pulsatile and have

high speed compared to the original native vein flows which are slow and quasi-

steady. See Cunnane et al. [8] for a recent review on hemodynamic factors

contributing to the onset of intimal hyperplasia.

It has been shown that vascular endothelial cells (VEC) lining the vein’s

innermost wall are sensitive to the wall shear stress (WSS), wall normal stress

(WNS), and their gradients [9, 10, 11]. Abnormal values of these biomechanical

variables are thought to be the culprit of initialization and development of the

intimal hyperplasia (IH). In fact, there are many such studies in current litera-

tures. Dobrin (1989), Ojha (1990), Kraiss (1991), Cinat (1999), Mima (2012),

Clowes (1983), Fillinger (1990), and Hofstra (1995) reported that IH was associ-

ated with the significantly altered (lowered or elevated) WSS near the graft-vein

anastomosis [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Thubrikar et al. [20] speculated that

it was the dramatically increased WNS that led to the IH. Some researchers be-

lieved that the IH was due to the stimulation of the flow disturbances near the

anastomosis [21, 22, 23, 24]. Fulker et al.[25] investigated the flow disturbance

and turbulence induced by the dialysis needles in a patient specific fistula by

computational fluid dynamics. Grechy et al. [26] applied CFD and optimization

to design a novel AVF configuration for the suppression of flow unsteadiness.

However, direct measurement of these mechanical quantities in laboratory

(in vivo or in vitro) are difficult and such data are not currently available in

literature. Instead, the in silico approach, i.e., the Computational Fluid Dy-

namics (CFD) has long been applied to gauge the flow and force fields of the
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flow-graft-vessel system [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. See the paper

by Ene-Iordache et al. [38] for a recent review on computational studies along

this line. To the best of our knowledge, in almost all of the relevant studies

including the above mentioned ones except McNally et al. [37], the blood ves-

sel and AVG were assumed to be rigid and fixed. Thus the vessel/AVG radial

contraction/dilation and axial compression/stretching were omitted. McNally

et al.[37] used an elastic graft-vein model by commercial software ANSYS to

study the efficacy of a novel device for reducing WSS on the vein and flow

disturbance from the graft for three different flow rates.

However, genuine vein and AVG are flexible and may deform/move with

the pulsatile flow: blood flowing through graft-vein is a typical fluid-structure-

interaction problem and such interaction may alter the flow and force fields in

complicated manners [39, 40, 41]. Decorato et al. [42] and McGah et al. [43]

found that the rigid assumption overestimated the averaged WSS for blood

flow past an arteriovenous fistula (AVF). Very recently we [44] have introduced

a compliant anastomosis model of arteriovenous graft (AVG) and investigated

the effect of vein elasticity for given AVG configuration and flow condition. Our

computational results have showed that the vein/graft flexibility can deaden

flow disturbance and decrease wall shear stress (WSS) in the vein [44].

However, in dialysis the AVG configuration (graft-vein diameter ratio Rgv,

attaching angle θ), the flow Reynolds number (Re), and the vein inlet speed

Vv are all variable. Here the Reynolds number is defined as Re = UmD
ν , where

Um is twice of the mean speed of the graft inlet pulsatile flow, D is the vein

diameter, and ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity. These data differ substantially

from patient to patient and from time to time for a specific patient. For example,

the ratio Rgv may be different because of different sizes of graft/vein selected

for different patients and it may change over time because of the development

of intimal hyperplasia. The flow Re may be different from sleeping to walking

for a specific patient. Therefore, in this work, the compliant AVG anastomosis

model in [44] is utilized to investigate possible effects of the AVG configuration

(Rgv and θ), the flow Re, and the vein inlet speed Vv on the flow and force fields
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near the graft-vein anastomosis.

Because the parameters considered (Rgv, θ, Re, and Vv) are patient and time

dependent, in the strict sense, patient specific data are not available (they

change over time). Therefore, in this paper, we use several different values

for each of these variables (including physiological values) and investigate their

effects on flow and force fields near the distal anastomosis of the blood-flow

graft-vein system. This is a unique features of our studies. To the best of

our knowledge, such studies using compliant graft-vein model do not exist in

literature.

The remaining article is listed as follows. Section 2 addresses the compliant

anastomosis model. Section 3 gives the mathematical description. Section 4

outlines the numerical methods. Section 5 briefs verification and validation.

Section 6 discusses major computational results. Section 7 summarizes and

concludes the paper.

2. Anastomosis Model

Mathematical modeling of blood flow past the distal anastomosis of an

arteriovenous-graft is challenging due to a variety of reasons. For example,

the blood is an inhomogeneous multiphase non-Newtonian fluid; the vein and

surrounding tissue are deformable porous living viscoelastic solid; the flow in

the anastomosis could be deterministic or stochastic. As we always do in math-

ematical modeling of any real-world problem, we make assumptions to build

an “ideal” model. To be complete and facilitate reading, the “ideal” compli-

ant graft-vein anastomosis model introduced in [44] is briefed in the following

paragraph.

The blood is modelled by a homogeneous viscous Newtonian fluid and the

blood flow by a laminar flow. The graft and vein are modelled by elastic circular

tubes with different elasticity using Peskin’s immersed boundary framework [45].

Initially the vein is straight and the graft is curved; both are on the same plane

and each is of constant diameter. The ambient tissue is modelled by elastic
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springs and viscous fluid. The inlets of the graft and vein and the vein outlets

are fixed. The graft inlet velocity profile is taken from literature [46]. The vein

inlet velocity is a fraction of the mean speed of the graft inlet speed. The flow at

the vein outlet is friction free. We point out that many of these assumptions have

already been used in literature. For example, [27, 33, 47, 48] treated blood flow

as laminar flow of viscous Newtonian fluid; [34, 37] assumed that the graft and

vein are on the same plane; [49, 48] used elastic springs to model surrounding

tissue. Our model has the main advantage of incorporating the deformability of

the graft and vein. As in the standard IB framework, the anastomosis model (a

straight tube connected to a curved one in the middle) is situated in the center

of a periodic rectangular box filled with stationary viscous Newtonian fluid. The

standard rectilinear orthogonal Eulerian coordinate system is adopted: x-axis

points from left to right, y-axis points from front to rear, and z-axis points from

bottom to top. To facilitate understanding, a diagram of the anastomosis model

is given in Fig. 1.

In dialysis, the dimensionless parameters (Rgv, θ, Re, Vv) are variables of

patient and time. To investigate possible effects of these variables we pick

several values for each parameter including the values used in dialysis. For

example, attaching angle of 30 degree and ratio of 2:3 are commonly used in

practice. The Re is high (hundreds to thousands) [50] for dialysis. But during

non-dialysis period (the ratio between dialysis to non-dialysis is approximately

1:6), it is much lower, in particular, when the patient is at rest (e.g. sleep). Our

LB-IB method is not stable for high Re flows. Therefore we use the Re range

in 50 to 150. Since the native blood flow at the vein inlet may be different for

different patients, we choose to use four different speeds (nondimensionalized

by the mean value of the blood flow at the graft inlet). See Table 1 for specific

values of all parameters.

Notice that the flow at the graft inlet is pulsatile and there is another impor-

tant dimensionless number, the Womersley number α, defined as α = D
√
ω/ν.

Here ω is characteristic frequency, D is characteristic length, and ν is fluid

kinematic viscosity. Womersley number is related to Reynolds number by
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α2 = ReSt, where St is the Strouhal number. In our simulations the St is

approximately one, hence the value of Womersley number can be derived from

Reynolds number: α = 7.3, 10.4, 12.7 for Re = 50, 100, 150, respectively.

We point out that the goal of our work is to investigate possible effects of sev-

eral parameters on the flow and force fields, rather than compute the specific flow

and force fields of blood past an AVG anastomosis using fixed patient-specific

data; therefore, all of the independent parameters and dependent variables (e.g.

WSS) are kept dimensionless throughout the paper. Given an relevant patient-

specific problem, one can convert the dimensionless data back to physical data

via similarity principle [51, 52].

3. Mathematical Formulation

The immersed boundary (IB) method describing the motions of both the

blood and the graft-vein is given as follows.

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u

)
= −∇p+µ∆u + bf (x, t) +

∫
Γ

F (α, t)δ(x−X(α, t))dα, (1)

∇ · u = 0, (2)

F(α, t) = −1

2

∂

∂X
(

∫
Γ

(Ks

(∣∣∣∣∂X(α, t)

∂α

∣∣∣∣− 1

)2

+Kb

∣∣∣∣∂2X(α, t)

∂α2

∣∣∣∣2)dα), (3)

∂X

∂t
(α, t) = U(α, t), (4)

U(α, t) =

∫
Ω

u(x, t)δ(x−X(α, t))dx. (5)

Eqs. 1 and 2 are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations governing

motion of of viscous blood and structure (graft/vein). Here u, ρ, and p denotes

velocity, mass density, and pressure of the liquid, respectively. The last term in
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Eq. 1 is the Eulerian force fib(x, t) exerted by the graft and vein to the fluid

(bf is other external force). Here α and X are the Lagrangian and Eulerian

coordinates of the graft and vein, respectively. The symbol δ is the Dirac delta

function. The F is the Lagrangian force computed from the elastic potential

energies (Eq. 3) of the graft and vein. The Ks and Kb are stretch/compression

and flexure coefficients of elastic fibers constituting the graft and vein. They

are related to Youngs’ moduli and Poisson ratios of the graft and vein [53]. The

velocity of the graft and vein U(α, t) is derived from the fluid velocity by Eq. 5.

Note that this equation dictates no-slip boundary condition on the fluid-solid

interface.

4. Numerical Method

The immersed boundary formulation for the blood-flow graft-vein interac-

tion, i.e., Eq. 1 through Eq. 5, is a nonlinear system of PDE-ODE-integral

equations. Analytical solutions of the system is virtually impossible except for

extremely simplified cases. In general a computational approach has to be used.

Finite difference, finite element, and finite volume methods have all been used

for the discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations in the immersed boundary

formulation. Here the lattice Boltzmann equations (the D3Q19 model) are used

for this purpose [54, 55, 56, 57, 51, 58, 59, 52]. The LB equations are rela-

tively easier to implement, simpler to treat arbitrary rigid flow boundary, and

more convenient to model additional flow physics [59, 52]. The external force

terms in the LB equations are discretized by the approach developed by Guo et

al. [60]. Discretization of the remaining equations in the formulation uses the

finite difference methods as in the original immersed boundary method [45]. For

instances, the integrals in Eqs. 1, 3, and 5 are discretized by the trapezoidal rule,

the spatial derivatives in Eq. 3 are discretized by the centered difference, and the

temporal derivative in Eq. 4 is discretized by the backward Euler method. The

Dirac delta function is approximated by the cosine-version of the discretization

in the immersed boundary framework [45].
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5. Verification and Validation

The immersed boundary method has been very well tested and validated in

a variety of situations (see [45] and references therein). The verification and

validation of the lattice-Boltzmann based immersed boundary method (LB-IB)

has been performed in previous works [61, 62, 63, 64]. The implementation

of the method used in this work for the blood-flow graft-vein system has been

verified and validated by comparison with existing work and mesh refinement

studies [65, 44]. To demonstrate the computational results are convergent, we

have performed simulations on a viscous fluid flowing in a flexible tube immersed

in a three-dimensional domain [65] on a series of gradually refined fluid grids

with grid-width successively halved (grid-nodes successively doubled from 103

to 3203). The two ends of the tube are fixed and the fluid flows from left to

right. Since the tube is flexible it deforms due to the flow-structure interaction.

Because the interface separating fluids inside and outside of the tube is most

critical to capture accurately, its shape and position serve as good gauge of

convergence. Fig. 2 plots the shape and position of the tube on six gradually

refined grids. We can see that the convergence is attained on the grid of 803.

Besides, the WSS on the graft and vein computed from our simulations

are consistent with existing data in literature. The averaged dimensional WSS

(converted from the LB units) in all the simulations is approximately between

0.06 Pa and 2.03 Pa. The relevant data in literature vary between less than 1

Pascals to hundreds of Pascals [27, 28, 31, 66, 33, 34, 35, 37]. In contrast, the

WSS ranges from 0.1 Pa to 7 Pa for blood flow in normal blood vessels [67].

6. Main computational results

Numerous numerical simulations using various combinations of model pa-

rameters are designed and conducted. In this section, we report the major

computational results and perform analyses through flow and force field visu-

alization and qualitative/quantitative comparisons of the computational data.
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The focus is on the possible effects of three dimensionless parameters (graft-

vein ratio Rgv, graft-vein attaching angle θ, and flow Reynolds number Re )

and dimensionless vein inlet-speed Vv on the flow and force fields near the distal

anastomosis. A pulsatile velocity profile [46] is used at the graft inlet for all of

the simulations (see Fig. 1). The pulsatile velocity profile is described and used

in the previous work [44]. Our previous work using the compliant model [44]

has demonstrated that the results at four instants of a typical pulsatile cycle

are similar and do not show qualitative difference. Therefore only results at a

typical instant (same for all results shown below) are reported here.

The simulation results are categorized into four groups. The model param-

eters adopted in each group are summarized in Table 1, where sa(t) represents

the speed of the pulsatile flow on AVG inlet and its profile is depicted in [46].

Important graft-vein anastomosis configuration parameters include the diameter

ratio of graft to vein Rgv and the graft attaching angle θ. In dialysis practice,

these parameters are variable because the patient’s vein selected for dialysis may

have different size and shape, and the graft may come with various size [68].

Besides, these parameters may change over time due to development of throm-

bosis and movements of the graft/vein and patient’s forearm. Therefore, we

investigate possible effects of these variables by using several values for each of

these variables, including the values currently used in dialysis. For examples,

attaching angle of 30 degree and ratio of 2:3 are commonly used in practice.

The Reynolds number in dialysis is relatively high (1000-3000)[50]. But our

LB-IB method is not stable for this range of Re. However, the Re may be much

lower when the patient is at rest (e.g. sleep) during non-dialysis. And the ratio

between dialysis to non-dialysis period is approximately 1:6. Therefore we use

the Re range in 50 to 150. Since the native blood flow at the inlet is patient and

time dependent, we choose to use four different speeds (nondimensionalized by

the mean value of the blood flow at the graft inlet).

Computed quantities such as WSS in the paper are converted to be dimen-

sionless. The characteristic quantities used for nondimensionalization are fluid

mass density, vein diameter, and the pulsatile period. Note that a unique feature
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of our studies is that, instead of using fixed data for a specific patient, we use

dimensionless “ideal” data which are variables (including physiological values).

Our purpose is to investigate the effects of these variables, because they may

differ from patient to patient, and from time to time for a given patient.

Table 1: Parameters for All Simulations

Group Ratio Angle Re Kb(V) Kb(G) Ks(V) Ks(G) Inlet(V) Inlet(G)

(1) 2:3 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

fixed 4:5 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

speed 1:1 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

(1) 2:3 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.174 0.5~sa

fixed 4:5 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.174 0.347~sa

influx 1:1 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.174 0.222~sa

(2) 1:1 30 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

1:1 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

1:1 60 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

(3) 4:5 45 50 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

4:5 45 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

4:5 45 150 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.244 0.5~sa

(4) 1:1 60 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.100 sa(t)

1:1 60 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.380 sa(t)

1:1 60 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.488 sa(t)

1:1 60 100 0.005 0.006 20 30 0.600 sa(t)

6.1. Diameter ratio of graft to vein (Rgv)

In dialysis practice the AVG has different diameter ranging between 4 mm

to 8mm [68]. The vein selected for AVG implantation has different size for

different patients. Therefore the graft-to-vein diameter ratio (Rgv) varies from

case to case. This section addresses the possible effect of this ratio on the flow

and force fields. Three different values are used: Rgv = 2 : 3(0.67), 4 : 5(0.80),
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and 1 : 1(1.00). All other parameters are fixed, e.g., Reynolds number and

attaching angle are Re = 100 and θ = π
4 . See Table 1 for specific parameters

used in this series of simulations. Since the blood flow influx at the AVG inlet

depends on both the dialysis machine and blood flow from the artery, the influx

is a complex unknown variable which is hard to control. Therefore, two ideal

cases are considered in our work: fixed inlet speed (varying influx) and fixed

inlet influx.

6.1.1. Fixed inlet speed

Figure 6 plots the contours of velocity (left column) and vorticity (right

column) magnitudes on the plane perpendicular to the y-axis for three values of

diameter ratio (Rgv = 2/3 for the first row, 4/5 for the second row, and 1/1 for

the third row). From these figures we see that, as the diameter ratio increases,

the flows in the graft are somewhat different; but the flows in the vein are quite

similar. The former is caused by the enlarged flow domain due to the greater

graft diameter and the increased flow influx into the system from the graft inlet

due to fixed inlet speed. However, the graft is deformable and it distends to

adjust to the increased fluid volume. Therefore the flow disturbances caused by

the graft diameter and influx at inlet seem to be “absorbed” by the deformation

of the graft. Consequentially, the flow fields in the vein look quite similar in the

three cases.

We notice that during dialysis period, the flow and force fields may be very

different from what has been observed in our simulations because Re is much

higher. Higher Re indicates the inertia effect may dominate the viscous effect

and more intensive flow structure may emerge. For instance, more vorticity may

be generated and more vortices may be seen. However, since the dialysis period

is much shorter than non-dialysis period, the possibly substantial difference may

be only transitional.

Figure 7 plots the distributions of WSS (left column) and WNSG (right

column) on the graft and vein walls (distribution of WSSG is similar). The first,

second, and third rows correspond to Rgv = 2/3, 4/5, and 1/1, respectively. By
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the same token, differences can be observed in the distributions on the graft

among the three cases, but no apparent differences in the vein can be identified.

We point out that the WSS maps in Fig. 7 look noisy in the graft. This may

be caused by the fact that the graft wall (vein wall as well) is fastened to virtual

springs immersed in viscous fluid to model the surrounding tissue. We are not

much concerned by this oscillatory effect because: 1) The virtual springs model-

ing the tissue have the same elastic property in all of the simulations presented

in the paper and the oscillatory effect would be the same for all simulations in

all cases. 2) If the oscillatory effect would dominate in the simulations, then

one would expect similar oscillatory effect would occur in the vein as well. But

this is not the case as shown in Fig. 7.

Table 2: Spatially averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG for different diameter ratios (equal

speed).

Rgv WSS(V) WSS(G) WSSG(V) WSSG(G) WNSG(V) WNSG(G)

2:3 2.44 29.85 22.73 513.57 2.12 51.55

4:5 2.53 25.39 23.27 435.19 2.46 51.88

1:1 2.62 23.13 25.97 366.09 2.46 41.55

The spatially averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG on the graft (denoted by

G) and vein (denoted by V) are computed and listed on Table 2. The gradients

are computed along the longitudinal and the circumferential directions. The

WSSG and WNSG are magnitudes of the gradients of WSS and WNS. The

WNS includes both the pressure and the viscous contributions. These apply to

all of the tables listing the WSS, WSSG, and WNSG in the paper. The table

shows that these variables increase in the vein but decreases in the graft as the

ratio increases. The former is caused by the increased flow flux from the graft

and the latter may be caused by the increased dilation of the graft as the ratio

increases (induced by enlarged inlet influx and graft diameter).
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We notice that the averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG in the graft are

significantly greater than in the vein.

We point out that another important quantity is the oscillatory shear index

(OSI), as defined in [38, 37], which is used to gauge the bi-directionality of

the WSS caused by reverse flows. As was mentioned in [44] the influence of

flow pulsatility is substantially reduced in the compliant model compared to

the rigid model. And no significant reverse flows (primary or secondary) are

observed in our simulations. Therefore, the OSI should be zero in our cases.

This is consistent with the results from McNally et al. [37].

6.1.2. Fixed influx

As the graft-to-vein diameter ratio changes, the fluid influx at the graft inlet

changes too since the inlet velocity profile is fixed. To make the influx equal for

all the three different ratios, the inlet velocity profile is adjusted in such a way

that the influx at the graft inlet is the same in all the cases of different ratios.

A series of simulations are performed.

Two typical results are shown below. The left column in Figure 8 shows

contours of velocity magnitude on the plane normal to the y-axis; the right

column shows the distribution of WSS on the graft-vein wall. One can see

obvious differences in the flow fields in the graft for the three different ratios.

However, only slight differences in the vein are discernable: the flows look quite

similar in the vein. For the distribution of WSS (similar for WSSG/WNSG),

only noticeable differences are seen in the graft; the distribution looks quite the

same in the vein for all the three ratios.

Table 3 shows the averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG on the graft and vein

walls for different ratios. We see that almost all of these averaged quantities

decrease in the graft and vein as the ratio increases. The decrease is probably

caused by the slowed-down flow in the graft-vein system because of the fixed

influx at the graft inlet and the increased graft diameter. We also notice that

the WSS, WSSG, and WNSG in the graft are all greater than those in the vein.

We notice that the WSS, WSSG, and WNSG in the fixed inlet speed case
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are almost all greater than in the fixed inlet flux case. The enhanced flow influx

in the former case contributes to the increase in the three quantities.

To summarize, our computational results of different diameter ratios show

that: as the graft-vein diameter ratios increases, 1) the flow fields in the graft

become different but they remain almost the same in the vein; 2) the WSS,

WSSG, WNSG, and their averaged values in the vein all increase in the fixed

inlet speed case, but decreases in the fixed influx case. In both cases, they

decrease in graft. 3) The averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG in the graft are

significantly greater than in the vein.

These are partially illustrated graphically by Fig. 3.

6.2. Attaching Angle

In this section, AVG configurations with different attaching angles θ (30◦,

45◦, and 60◦) are compared. All simulations reported below are conducted with

Reynolds number of 100 and diameter ratio of 1:1. Other parameters are listed

in Table 1. Notice that other ratio (e.g., 2:3) and vein inlet-speed are used as

well. Computational results are similar.

Figure 9 visualizes the contours of velocity (left column) and vorticity (right

column) in magnitude on the plane normal to the y-axis. From this figure,

one can see that the major difference in the flow fields lies in the graft and no

apparent difference is observable in the vein for the three attaching angles. This

is attributed to the fact that the flow disturbances induced by different attaching

Table 3: Spatially averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG for different diameter ratios (equal

influx).

Rgv WSS(V) WSS(G) WSSG(V) WSSG(G) WNSG(V) WNSG(G)

2:3 1.65 30.22 15.42 522.31 1.47 50.54

4:5 1.48 22.13 13.78 380.43 1.35 31.52

1:1 1.38 12.39 13.83 196.42 1.19 19.09
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angles are taken in by the graft and “annihilated” by the elastic deformation of

the graft.

Figure 10 plots the distributions of wall shear stress (left column) and wall

normal stress gradient (right column) for the three different angles (the first,

second and third rows correspond to θ = 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, respectively). This

figure shows that while differences on the graft are discernable, differences on

the vein are not obvious. This is due to the graft deformability which can lessen

flow disturbances induced by varying attaching angle.

Table 4: Spatially averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG for different attaching angles.

θ WSS(V) WSS(G) WSSG(V) WSSG(G) WNSG(V) WNSG(G)

30 3.01 26.51 29.20 415.63 3.08 31.96

45 3.05 22.38 29.12 305.79 3.09 22.67

60 3.04 20.28 29.33 268.68 3.01 19.00

Table 4 lists the averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG on the graft and vein

for three different angles. It is seen that these quantities are greater in the

graft than in the vein. They all decrease in the graft, but remain roughly the

same in the vein for different attaching angles. The former is caused by the

increasing attaching angle. The greater the angle, the less aligned the flow in

the graft is to the flow at inlet, and the more flow disturbance is induced in the

graft, thus resulting in less forces such as WSS. The latter is caused by the graft

deformability which may diminish the flow disturbances.

The effect of attaching angle is summarized as follows. As the attaching

angle increases, 1)the flow field becomes different in the graft, but remains

roughly the same in the vein; 2)the WSS, WSSG, WNSG, and their averaged

values decrease in the graft but remain nearly the same in the vein. 3) The

averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG in the graft are significantly greater than

those in the vein.
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These are partially illustrated graphically by Fig. 4 (left panel).

6.3. Reynolds Number

This section investigates Reynolds number effects on flow and force fields in

the graft-vein system. Figure 11 plots the contours of velocity (left column) and

vorticity (right column) magnitudes on the plane perpendicular to the y-axis for

three different Reynolds numbers (the first, second, and third rows correspond

to Re = 50, 100, 150, respectively). From this figure and more visualizations

not shown here we find that as Re increases the velocity/vorticity magnitudes

become larger and more flow patterns and vortices are seen. This is because

bigger Re corresponds to smaller viscous force and larger inertia force. Therefore

the flow gets sped up more easily and forms more flow structures.

Figure 12 plots the WSS (left column) and WNSG (right column). The

distributions of these variables are slightly different on the graft and are quite

similar on the vein for the three Reynolds numbers. Table 5 lists the averaged

WSS, WSSG, and WNGS in the graft and vein. We see that as Re increases,

these quantities change slightly, particularly in the vein. Presumably the de-

creased viscous force as Re increases may generate smaller WSS. But according

to our simulations, it is not the case. This may be explained by the graft/vein

flexibility that decreases the Re-induced flow disturbances. Again WSS, WSSG,

and WNSG are all greater in the graft than in the vein.

To summarize the Re effect, our simulations indicate that as Re increases,

1) velocity and vorticity magnitudes become greater and more complex flow

patterns are formed in the graft-vein system; 2) the WSS, WSSG, WNSG and

their spatially averaged values change slightly; 3) the averaged WSS, WSSG,

and WNSG in the graft are significantly greater than in the vein.

These are partially illustrated graphically by Fig. 4 (right panel).

6.4. Vein inlet speed

In all of the above simulations, the speed of blood flow at the vein inlet is

fixed. But in dialysis the blood speed in the vein may be different for different
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Table 5: Spatially averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG for different Reynolds numbers.

Re WSS(V) WSS(G) WSSG(V) WSSG(G) WNSG(V) WNSG(G)

50 2.51 28.67 21.95 491.97 2.42 51.62

100 2.53 25.39 23.27 435.19 2.46 51.88

150 2.50 25.82 23.56 437.27 2.35 52.53

patient and different at different times (e.g., when walking or resting). To

investigate possible effect of this speed, four different values of vein inlet speed

(dimensionless) are used Vv = 0.1, 0.38, 0.488, 0.6. The cases with the lowest

and the highest speeds are reported below.

Figure 13 plots the contours of velocity (first row) and vorticity (second row)

magnitudes on a few planes normal to the x-axis for the lowest (left column)

and highest (right column) vein inlet speed. From this figure, one can see more

vortical structures in the vein at the high speed case which indicates the higher

vein inlet-speed generates more vorticity and induces more vortices in the vein.

The flow field in the graft is almost the same since the flow in the vein does not

affect the flow in the graft except at the conjunction. It is also noticed that the

vein looks slightly enlarged (its diameter becomes a little bigger), particularly

at the section near the inlet.

Figure 14 plots the WSS (first row) and WNSG (second row) for the lowest

(left column) and highest (right column) vein inlet speeds. From these figures

one can see that the WSS and WNSG on the vein wall are higher in the high

speed case. This is because the faster fluid flow in the vein induces greater

shear stress on the vein wall. The distributions of these variables on the graft

are quite similar.

Table 6 shows the averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG on the graft and vein

for different vein inlet speed. We see that as the speed increases, all of these

quantities increases in the vein. But WSS and its gradient decrease and WNSG
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increases in the graft. Again, these quantities in the graft are significantly

greater than in the vein.

Table 6: Spatially averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG for different vein inlet speed.

Uv WSS(V) WSS(G) WSSG(V) WSSG(G) WNSG(V) WNSG(G)

0.100 3.03 47.81 29.66 803.30 3.62 102.08

0.380 6.84 48.04 66.52 797.92 6.44 115.33

0.488 8.27 47.80 76.53 790.25 8.17 119.37

0.600 9.82 47.46 86.22 782.16 9.13 123.40

The effect of vein inlet speed is summarized as follows. As the vein inlet-

speed increases, 1) more complex flow patterns (vortices) and more radial vein

expansion are induced in the vein, but flow in the graft is not affected; 2)

the WSS, WSSG, WNSG, and their averaged values increase in the vein but

the averaged WSS/WSSG decrease and WNSG increases in the graft; 3)the

averaged WSS, WSSG, and WNSG in the graft are significantly greater than in

the vein.

These are partially illustrated graphically by Fig. 5.

7. Summary and Conclusion

To summarize, numerous simulations are designed and performed on blood

flow through a distal compliant AVG anastomosis model with various combina-

tions of dimensionless values of the AVG diameter ratio Rgv, attaching angle θ,

flow Reynolds number Re, and vein inlet speed Vv. The flow and force fields are

visualized and analyzed. The major conclusions are as follows. 1) The influence

of the three dimensionless parameters (Rgv, θ, and Re) on the flow and force

fields lie largely on the graft. Their influences on the vein are less distinct: as

Re increases, more complex flow patterns are formed; as the AVG diameter ra-

tio increases, the WSS, WSSG, and WNSG and their averaged values increase
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at the fixed speed case and decrease at the fixed influx case. The significantly

reduced effect is caused by the flexibility of the graft and vein. 2) The vein

inlet speed has substantial influence on the flow and force fields in the vein,

but not in the draft. The flow becomes more complex and WSS, WSSG, and

WNSG all increase in the vein as vein inlet speed increases. 3) In all cases, the

WSS, WSSG, and WNSG and their averaged values on the graft are significantly

greater than in the vein.
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(a) Anastomosis Model (b) Velocity Profile at AVG Inlet

Figure 1: Diagram of the anastomosis model (subfigure a) and velocity profile at the graft

inlet (subfigure b). The x-axis points from left to right. The y-axis points from front to rear,

perpendicular to the paper. The z-axis points from bottom to top. Pulsatile velocity Vg is

imposed on the graft inlet. Constant velocity Vv is imposed on the vein inlet. No friction

boundary condition is used on the vein outlet. The symbol θ is the graft attaching angle defined

as the angle between the x-axis and the tangent to the graft at the vein-graft intersection point

on the middle x − z plane along y direction. The letters d and D are the diameters of the

graft and the vein, respectively. The distances L and U are set as 8D. The entire anastomosis

model is placed in the center (along all directions) of a rectangular computational domain

of stationary viscous fluid. The right panel plots the AVG inlet velocity. The x-axis is the

dimensionless time (i.e. steps in LB simulation). The y-axis is the dimensionless velocity

magnitude. The dashed line is the mean speed over a cycle.
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(a) grid size 103 (b) grid size 203

(c) grid size 403 (d) grid size 803

(e) grid size 1603 (f) grid size 3203

Figure 2: Mesh refinement study for a viscous fluid flowing in a flexible tube immersed in a

stationary fluid. The figure plots the shape/position of the tube surface obtained on six fluid

grids: 103, 203, 403, 803, 1603, 3203 (subfigures a, b, c, d, e, f, respectively). One can see that

the shape/position are already converged on the grid of 803 nodes.
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Figure 3: Effect of diameter ratio Rgv . Left panel is the fixed speed case and the right panel

is the fixed influx case. The first row plots WSS, the second row plots WSSG, and the third

row plots WNSG. In each subfigure, the left y-axis corresponds to data on the vein (in red)

and the right y-axis corresponds to data in the graft (in blue). The x-axis shows the ratio.
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Figure 4: Effects of attaching angle θ (left panel) and Reynolds number Re (right panel).

The first row plots WSS, the second row plots WSSG, and the third row plots WNSG. In

each subfigure, the left y-axis corresponds to data on the vein (in red) and the right y-axis

corresponds to data in the graft (in blue). The x-axis plots the attaching angle in the left

panel and plots the Reynolds number in the right panel.

Figure 5: Effect of vein inlet speed (Vv). The first panel plots WSS, the second panel plots

WSSG, and the third panel plots WNSG. In each subfigure, the left y-axis corresponds to

data on the vein (in red) and the right y-axis corresponds to data in the graft (in blue). The

x-axis shows the vein inlet speed.
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(a) Ratio=2:3 (b) Ratio=2:3

(c) Ratio=4:5 (d) Ratio=4:5

(e) Ratio=1:1 (f) Ratio=1:1

Figure 6: Effect of graft-vein diameter ratio (fixed graft-inlet flow-speed). Contours of velocity

(subfigures a, c, e) and vorticity (subfigures b, d, f) ⊥ Y-Axis with different ratios: Rgv = 2 : 3

(subfigures a, b), 4 : 5 (subfigures c, d) , 1 : 1 (subfigures e, f). Other parameters are fixed:

Re = 100, θ = π/4, Vv = 0.244.
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(a) Ratio=2:3 (b) Ratio=2:3

(c) Ratio=4:5 (d) Ratio=4:5

(e) Ratio=1:1 (f) Ratio=1:1

Figure 7: Effect of graft-vein diameter ratio (fixed graft-inlet flow-speed). Distributions of

WSS (subfigures a, c, e) and WNSG (subfigures b, d, f) with different ratios: Rgv = 2 : 3

(subfigures a, b), 4 : 5 (subfigures c, d) , 1 : 1 (subfigures e, f). Other parameters are fixed:

Re = 100, θ = π/4, Vv = 0.244.
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(a) Ratio=2:3 (b) Ratio=2:3

(c) Ratio=4:5 (d) Ratio=4:5

(e) Ratio=1:1 (f) Ratio=1:1

Figure 8: Effect of graft-vein diameter ratio (fixed graft influx). Velocity contours (subfigures

a, c, e) on a plane ⊥ Y-Axis and distributions of WSS (subfigures b, d, f) with different ratios:

Rgv = 2 : 3 (subfigures a, b), 4 : 5 (subfigures c, d) , 1 : 1 (subfigures e, f). Other parameters

are fixed: Re = 100, θ = π/4, Vv = 0.174.
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(a) Attaching Angle=30 (b) Attaching Angle=30

(c) Attaching Angle=45 (d) Attaching Angle=45

(e) Attaching Angle=60 (f) Attaching Angle=60

Figure 9: Effect of graft attaching angle. Contours of velocity (subfigures a, c, e) and vorticity

(subfigures b, d, f) on a plane ⊥ Y-Axis with different attaching angles: θ = π/6 (subfigures a,

b), π/4 (subfigures c, d) , π/3 (subfigures e, f). Other parameters are fixed: Re = 100, Rgv =

1 : 1, Vv = 0.244.
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(a) Attaching Angle=30 (b) Attaching Angle=30

(c) Attaching Angle=45 (d) Attaching Angle=45

(e) Attaching Angle=60 (f) Attaching Angle=60

Figure 10: Effect of graft attaching angle. Distributions of WSS (subfigures a, c, e) and WNSG

(subfigures b, d, f) with different attaching angles: θ = π/6 (subfigures a, b), π/4 (subfigures

c, d) , π/3 (subfigures e, f). Other parameters are fixed: Re = 100, Rgv = 1 : 1, Vv = 0.244.
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(a) Re=50 (b) Re=50

(c) Re=100 (d) Re=100

(e) Re=150 (f) Re=150

Figure 11: Effect of flow Reynolds number. Contours of velocity (subfigures a, c, e) and

vorticity (subfigures b, d, f) on a plane ⊥ Y-Axis with different Reynolds numbers: Re = 50

(subfigures a, b), 100 (subfigures c, d) , 150 (subfigures e, f). Other parameters are fixed:

θ = π/4, Rgv = 4 : 5, Vv = 0.244.
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(a) Re=50 (b) Re=50

(c) Re=100 (d) Re=100

(e) Re=150 (f) Re=150

Figure 12: Effect of flow Reynolds number. Distributions of WSS (subfigures a, c, e) and

WNSG (subfigures b, d, f) with different Reynolds numbers: Re = 50 (subfigures a, b), 100

(subfigures c, d) , 150 (subfigures e, f). Other parameters are fixed: θ = π/4, Rgv = 4 :

5, Vv = 0.244.
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(a) Low Speed Case (b) High Speed Case

(c) Low Speed Case (d) High Speed Case

Figure 13: Effect of vein-inlet flow speed. Contours of velocity (subfigures a, b) and vorticity

(subfigures c, d) on planes ⊥ X-Axis with different vein-inlet flow speed: Vv = 0.1 (subfigures

a, c), 0.6 (subfigures b, d). Other parameters are fixed: Re = 100, θ = π/3, Rgv = 1 : 1.
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(a) Low Speed Case (b) High Speed Case

(c) Low Speed Case (d) High Speed Case

Figure 14: Effect of vein-inlet flow speed. Distributions of WSS (subfigures a, b) and WNSG

(subfigures c, d) with different vein inlet speed: Vv = 0.1 (subfigures a, c), 0.6 (subfigures b,

d). Other parameters are fixed: Re = 100, θ = π/3, Rgv = 1 : 1.
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